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This type of long-term standardization is crucial for technologies that are used 

in a large number of automation products. Ethernet is the best example as it is 

used in the vast majority of field devices and automation systems. The Institute 

of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) standards ensure that entire ranges 

of products are made available to companies who are then able to implement 

a compatible solution. 

An established standard which is continuously developed

Ethernet was launched almost 50 years ago and has continued to develop ever 

since. The latest revision of the IEEE 802.3 standard was approved by the IEEE 

standardization board in May 2022. The document contains more than 7,000 

pages and combines various compatible transmissions with data rates ranging 

from 10 Mbit/s to more than 100 Gbit/s. A host of industries use Ethernet for 

wired communication. 

Hypothetically speaking, technology providers can now simply use the corre-

sponding transmission modules (PHY) in the hope that they meet the specified 

requirements. Beckhoff, however, chooses to take a closer look at Ethernet and 

the associated IEEE standard. Given the EtherCAT inventor’s comprehensive 

expertise, this seems to be the obvious path – not least because this is the best 

way to examine innovations in selected technologies and evaluate optional fea-

tures. After all, Ethernet approaches which were designed for IT applications do 

not always stand up to the challenges presented by automation technology. That 

is why Beckhoff developed EtherCAT P, a compatible and optimized solution for 

transmitting energy via data cables.

Beckhoff involved in IEEE’s Ethernet 
standardization work
In this day and age, it is evident that companies rely heavily on supplies, yet self-sufficiency is being thrown around as a key 
buzzword. But when it comes to high-tech products, romanticizing about self-sufficient process chains is not a suitable solu-
tion. Of course it can be useful to shorten some of the supply chains in question. However, it is not always possible to produce 
mass quantities of sophisticated components on site. In automation technology, elaborate equipment must remain stable 
over a long period of time and be developed further using compatible processes. This requires high-quality standardization. 

General structure of the EtherCAT P power sourcing device (PSD)
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Committed to driving sustainable development

It is not always easy to work with a standard that is as comprehensive as  

IEEE 802.3. Nevertheless, Beckhoff has a varied team of dedicated experts 

willing to tackle this, at times, challenging environment. And this active par-

ticipation is particularly useful, for example, when it comes to finding the right 

solution for combining analog transmission technology with digital processing. 

It allows the Beckhoff experts to collect extensive background information 

while also incorporating their own ideas into the standardization process. This 

approach requires a lot of work, but it makes it easier to correctly assess new 

innovations and not get lost chasing after short-lived trends. Unfortunately, on-

ly a few companies in Europe adopt this approach with IEEE standards, which 

means that Beckhoff is acting on behalf of the entire EtherCAT community.

The newly published Ethernet standard IEEE 802.3 lists and acknowledges 

those experts who participate actively in standardization work. Beckhoff  

experts Dr. Christopher Pohl, Thomas Rettig and IEEE Standards Board Member 

Dr. Karl Weber are honored to be among those mentioned.

More information:
www.ieee.org
www.beckhoff.com/ethernet
www.beckhoff.com/ethercat  
www.beckhoff.com/ethercatp

Thomas Rettig, Senior Management Control System 

and Communication Architecture:

 Beckhoff has always relied on IT standards, 

but we have to make sure that these tech

nologies match the needs of automation 

technology and to thoroughly investigate  

the benefits for our applications.”

Dr. Christopher Pohl,  

Hardware Development: 

 International standards are a foundations 

for the success of EtherCAT. Without such a 

widely accepted communication system as 

100BASETX, we would never have been able 

to achieve the reach that we have today.  

So it is only logical that we are committed to 

ensure that new standards continue to have 

potential for us in the future.”

Dr. Karl Weber,  

Senior Technology Expert: 

 A common platform through standardization 

is enormously important for achieving a  

sustainable technology that is able to respond  

flexibly to rapidly changing challenges 

through ongoing development. We can and 

want to drive this forward through our com

mitment.”


